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This in-depth guide to giving precision haircuts includes photos and illustrations showing how
each cut is done. Information on safe, effective tool handling and hair basics are provided.
Simple and children's haircuts are protected.
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Simply pretend he's your eccentric Uncle Bob This obviously self-published book has been my
only training in hair cutting, and I believe I do a more satisfactory job cutting my boyfriend's hair
than whatever cheap barber he was going to before did. It provides useful information on how
hair grows (not just trivia; I have been meaning to review it again though, to maybe grab some
improvements in the finer points. If he must consist of them, the layout should differentiate
them from the primary text. You can understand how to do a very basic short haircut, though. I
gave him the bowl-cut for a couple of years, then made a decision to actually figure out how to
cut his hair because he was outgrowing the bowl-slice appear.You aren't going to learn to cut
high fashion hair with this book. It explains how exactly to keep the scissors, how to keep the
hair, how to make sure you're reducing hair a consistent length, how to gradually mix shorter
areas with longer areas, how exactly to do edge trimming, how exactly to perform the parts
around the ears and the bottom of the neck, etc. (It covers a long style as well, but I trust other
reviewers that it's pretty ugly, and looks tough to accomplish.) My boyfriend likes his hair
shorter on the sides and back again and just a little longer on top, and the book explains how to
do this--though the 1st few haircuts I gave him I simply did the same size all over. Needed to
build up some confidence first. Now that I've had plenty of practice, I am in a position to cut it
virtually the way he wants it. It still takes me over an hour, but I am enhancing both in speed and
quality every time I give him a haircut.The material covered in this book is definitely five star
material, but I'm removing a star since it really could have used an editor and a person who
knows how to do layout. I am aware and appreciate that this book is the author's attempt to
leave the globe an improved place than he discovered it, but the quotations and what not
necessarily do appear out of place., which helps a whole lot. So, I visited Sally's, bought a $50
couple of shears, a cheap comb, and bought this reserve on Amazon.The writer also injects far
more opinion than I think is strictly necessary, and it can almost be annoying at times. But if you
just think of him as your eccentric Uncle Bob, and do the literary exact carbon copy of "smile and
nod" when he says something unneeded or opines for a bit too long, you'll find there really is a
wealth of information right here. The second and third instances, I reviewed again and kept the
book handy, however now I don't also take it off the shelf.I read the whole book through (well, I
skipped the long locks chapter) and then reviewed a few essential chapters again before
offering my first haircut, keeping the publication open on a table beside me. understanding hair
a little better can help you cut it better) and also various kinds of hair, development patterns,
etc.It might be nice if there have been a "last minute review" chapter that consolidated the high
points into one place, perhaps with web page references to the full explanation. I don't think
you should purchase this book if you are thinking about cutting women's locks, but also for the
generic kid's appearance, it's awesome.3) The publication was wonderful for understanding how
to cut hair with *scissors*, but I possibly could have used a chapter or two on properly slicing
locks with clippers. The author includes not only instructions on cutting locks at home, but a
thorough grounding on hair and scalp health insurance and general haircare., are sooooo old-
college, but I was okay with that. he also has dvd's from begin to end for clipper cuts, that will
teach you all men's locks types. The instructions have become clear, divided into simple actions,
with lots of illustrations and photos. Excellent How-to Guide Bought this book to learn how
exactly to lower my spouse's locks.The book do it's job admirably; I could cut locks competently
after reading it. Five Stars Book is very good!w photos with hairstyles from (it appears like) late
70s. (nevertheless, that doesn't end you from having the ability to use the reserve to give a
decent haircut)2) The book's organization could be a little better.. The material I experienced to
wade through *was* interesting, educational, and enjoyable.. But it's manageable. Five Stars This



is an excellent book and really explains haircutting. My older son is autistic and refuses to get
his hair cut by a specialist hair-cutter. There are helpful photos and illustrations. Since it is, you
may be reading along about, state, hair growth patterns, and abruptly in the center of a sentence
there's a quote from Ben Franklin.. SO, I MUST SAY I appreciate the excess time the author spent
explaining hair texture, the physics of hair/hair-cutting, etc. I found many of his diagrams
actually useful. A lot of that stuff could be unnecessary for a few, but I like that it is there, if you
need it. Measuring your trim length by your fingers, etc. Was a fantastic, very clear, very
thorough guidebook...if it functions, it works. As it is, the basic instructions you need so you can
get all the way through a haircut are a bit scattered throughout the book. Anyway, I have not
seen any additional haircutting book (so I can't evaluate it to others), but this is really sufficient
for my make use of....she's short hair rather than many hairstylists will take enough time to get
the back of her hair as also textually as she'd like. Another upside is that it has preserved us
TONS of money on haircuts for both children. The best help I acquired. I had to wade through too
much to reach the haircutting instructions.. However, I would have preferred the "how exactly
to" instructions in a section correct up front, and the "myths about hair" to be in a section
additional back the book, for example.s. School literally leave out the points which make it
possible to successfully cut locks, such as simply, the proper way to also comb the hair!Right
now the illustrations, photos, etc. I now personal my own. successfully. Thanks a lot, bob. p. I
NEVER would have made it as a barber easily hadn't read this publication.. After reading it, I
could give my spouse a decent haircut the very first time. and they are great. I REALLY LIKE this
book One of the best amazon buys ever, for me personally. Bearing that in mind, I've three
caveats that kept the book from perfection:1) Like a great many other reviewers stated, the
photos could stand to end up being updated--they're b& One Star This book is so muddled with
useless information it is more confusing than helpful. Five Stars Great I purchased this
publication for a niece contemplating a . I needed a publication to teach me how exactly to
lower a kid's locks well and as near professionally as feasible. My mother saw the trunk of my
son's hair and really was tempted to have me cut her hair. I purchased this reserve for a young
niece contemplating a profession simply because a stylist. Though its structure is a bit previous
fashioned (dark and white with diagrams instead of photos) the info was solid. Covering the
basics of mind shape, hair texture, and main how-tos the publication is a valuable reference and
instruction guide. Five Stars Very informative book in cutting hair.
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